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Scot Mondore: Hello everyone. I'd like to call the June 9th 2020 Richfield Spring Central School 
Board of Education meeting to order please rise for the Pledge of Allegiance and Brad, would 
you would you lead the pledge? 
 
Brad Smith: Okay, I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America 
to the Republic for which it stands one nation under God indivisible and liberty and justice for all. 
 
Scot Mondore: motion for approval of previous minutes. 
 
Brad Smith: so moved 
 
Tony B: so moved. 
 
Tom Shypski: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Brad Smith 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Tom Shypski. 
 
Tom Shypski: Abstain, I wasn't here. 
 
Scot Mondore: Yep, Tony Bailey. 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Julie Gavalo. 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: and Scot Mondore. Four yeses, one abstaining, approval of agenda with no with 
changes. 
 
Tom Shypski: so move 
 
Tony B: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Brad Smith 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Tom Shypski 
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Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Tony Bailey 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Julie Gavalo 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Scot Mondore, yes, five yeses motion carries. We'll jump right in the Mr. Piatti’s 
superintendents report. 
 
Tom Piatti: Not a lot to report over the last two weeks in our next board meeting will be two 
weeks from now. So I like to save all of the end-of-year announcements until then just some 
things about our budget vote as you're all aware the Governor extended the mailed absentee 
ballot deadline to June 16th at 5 p.m. So as of 5 p.m. today ballots could no longer be physically 
dropped off at the school. They have to go by mail only and they and will be collecting those 
until June 16th. Thus far nearly three thousand ballots have gone out which is more than we 
normally send out but which is more than our normal mailing list. Out of that 3,000, we currently 
have almost 300 ballots that have come to the school. We're hearing from our neighboring 
districts that are already tripling the number of ballots compared to last year's vote. So, voter 
turnout is up. Even our 300 is the largest voter turnout we've had in four years. 
 
Scot Mondore: We still have a week. I'm just I'm sorry Tom, I didn't catch one thing. What is the 
rule on mail or drop off? 
 
Tom Piatti: mail only 
 
Scot Mondore: okay, so no more box collection at the school. 
 
Tom Piatti: right 
 
Scot Mondore: Perfect. Okay. 
 
Tom Shypski: Why is that? 
 
Brad Smith: great question 
 
Tom Piatti: the order is mail only. I don't know if it's the intent of the absentee ballot to cut down 
traffic to the school as a voting poll or pole location. Well while I think Marilyn could jump in here 
really quickly, but I think our number of actually delivered to the school is a tiny fraction. There's 
very little traffic to the school everything coming into the mailbag on the daily pick up. 
 
Tom Shypski: in other words if people were told they could do it before and then suddenly now 
they can't? 
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Tom Piatti: I believe the order is clear that it says accepted by mail. Marilyn? 
 
Marilyn Shaw: Yes  mail only. Today was the last time that someone could physically drop it off. 
The governor was just worried that people wouldn't be able to mail in time so it gives them more 
time. 
 
Scot Mondore: And just like the original rule or policy that was created for June 9th. It's by 5 
p.m. On the 16th not postmarked by the 16th. 
 
Tom Piatti: Correct. 
 
Scot Mondore: Okay. Sorry, Tom. 
 
Julie Gavalo: I actually have a question about the voting to if you have until the 16th to get that 
in by 5 p.m. by mail then is there somebody that goes at 5 p.m. To the post office on the 16th to 
get the final pick up? 
 
Tom Piatti: Yep, last Marilyn had planned too. 
 
Julie Gavalo: Okay. 
 
Tom Piatti: And now we'll just move that to next week and are counting of ballots will be early in 
the morning on next Wednesday because we're assuming that the same amount of having the 
counts and by 9 a.m. will remain the same. 
 
Julie Gavalo: Okay. 
 
Marilyn Shaw: Counting excuse me, counting can actually happen at 5:01 on the 16th. 
 
Tom Piatti: Yep, and no early opening of ballots. It has to wait until 5 p.m. 
 
Julie Gavalo: Okay. 
 
Tom Piatti: We had a tremendous turnout from our faculty on being a part of the BOCES work 
groups for reopening. And so I think we'll have a strong voice when we do that work in June and 
then we have to have that plan. And as I had said previously we have to have our plan in by 
July sometime to be approved by the state so we'll be starting that work very soon. I believe 
everybody got in there the people that are going to be on the various teams, and we have a very 
strong representation from Richfield Springs. And the building project, I was up on the roof 
today. The roofs are almost done and the edging we're going to have a meeting soon and I'll 
report out when that meeting is going to take place, but our building project meeting will be 
coming up soon and we'll have final dates and plans, but I talked to Jeremy from Lupini today. 
They are the ones doing all that masonry work all around the building but in particular we 
wanted to make sure that they were out of there and have everything cleaned up by graduation. 
So they are aware of our dates and they said not a problem. We'll have a meeting because the 
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next to last item which is our hot water heater and tanks that they were here yesterday to start 
that so it's looking like we are still on pace to begin paving in July. Early, July which means we 
should close up this building project in early July, do final cost reports well in advance to drive 
our aid at the start of the new year. So that was good news. Another thing Julie Parese on our 
last meeting, we congratulated her on her retirement and the next day, she sent me an e-mail 
saying, Hey, I heard I was approved for retirement but I didn't see that I was approved as a sub 
yet so she's on the agenda tonight to come back and sub with us. So, she's a huge part of our 
family. So, having her there is huge, you know a veteran that knows the place and is very 
valuable to our team. So that was good news, and we look forward to working with her and 
finally if Mr. D’Apice doesn't make it and I know the first thing he'd like to talk about is graduation 
the governor approving. Graduation meeting all the appropriate guidelines for a hundred 50 or 
fewer people and that includes all people including students families and staff. So, Joe is having 
a meeting with the seniors tomorrow and he's already done a lot of leg work on the planning and 
details as that is his forte and we will be preparing to have that graduation on the front lawn, 
which will be a new endeavor but I think it's going to be highly successful as well. It's looking like 
our seniors will be each getting five tickets for their families. 
 
Scot Mondore: so, Tom, I've talked to every board member and the sentiment is the same that 
none of us want to take a ticket from a family that might need more than five, we don't want to 
leave anyone out and everyone can speak for themselves. But we want to pay attention to that 
and if we have to give up our seats so that someone else can be there. This is important for 
those families and those students to have their families there and obviously the board supports 
this district and loves these students and District, but it's more important for those kids to have 
their family. So, when you guys are talking about these plans, can you make sure that that is 
factored in if we're like, oh we need five more tickets. You have 5 tickets. 
 
Tom Piatti: Definitely and I'll notify Joe about that tonight. So, when he's talking to the seniors 
tomorrow and the next few days when we have an idea of what the real numbers are going to 
be and what the needs are because on the flip side any student that doesn't need their tickets. 
We want to make sure we have used every ticket. 
 
Scot Mondore: We want to make sure if teachers want to be there with these students in that 
last time that they're all get to be together that they're taken care of as well. So again, you have 
five options if you needed them and then if not, then I would be there and I would do the board 
presentation as normal a board member make a quick two-minute presentation. Okay. So, if you 
can relay that to Joe. If not, I will be there and I'll do the presentation. 
 
Tom Piatti: Okay. Alright and that concludes my report unless any of you have any questions. 
 
Rene Wilson: So, we have been working all together my teachers I and BOCES to create 
summer professional development opportunities, and I'm so excited as to what we are going to 
be doing including what BOCES is doing. So, and it kind of pull it up here not to present just 
that's where my eyes will be gazing. So, from June through August teachers have the 
opportunity to sign up for workshops through different BOCES from the MORIC from Oneida 
Herkimer Madison Herkimer BOCES, and then in-house professional development either 
facilitated by grade level or facilitated by me. So, things from content and development 
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prioritizing and preparing for curriculum. There's social emotional learning community. I'm really 
excited about the work that we're going to be doing with Tanya Schnabel which with whom 
you're all familiar. She's coming in on the 23rd and our agenda for that day creating student 
empowerment in the classroom. So basically, teachers are going to understand that they can 
create student empowerment through their teaching practices and how they can increase 
student empowerment across content areas. So, we're going to look at how to increase 
standards talk and progressions of competency universal design for learning and ways to help 
kids access the content what a scaffolding look like what is engagement versus agency and 
taking a look back at principles and theories talking about games and purposeful play student 
voice stamina grit, these are all buzzwords and education but they have very rare real and 
practical use in the classroom. And so,Tanya historically has worked in a very with a focus of 
ela and writing and I think that we are at a place where I want to increase across the content 
area to yield broader results. Also, we just are finishing reading and I talked about this last time 
a little bit about childhood effects and the participation in our book study has been very 
heartwarming and I've had teachers come to me just with even hard interactions between 
students and staff in the digital platform because they are reading this book and because we 
have watched and talked about how to be mindful and student resiliency have already stopped 
and thought about and change their practice. We're already seeing changes happening at the 
elementary school. So just a lot going on. I'm not going to belabor the point but all the way 
through August and then a full working agenda for in-house PD then to piggyback a little bit on I 
know that there have been questions on social media about other ceremonies at the elementary 
schools that we usually have a formal ceremony for kindergarten and we really usually have a 
formal ceremony for 6th grade and I'm deeply saddened that we won't be because I  think 
school pride and scholarship is anchored in certain ceremonies. However, I don't think it's 
socially responsible for our young learners to be to be gathering in spaces right now and I don't 
want to take away with like two other parades or something like that from the senior parade and 
how many parades are we going to attend and I don't mean that tongue-in-cheek. It's just fact, 
so I really think that all eyes and it should be on our seniors. That's a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity for them kindergarten and sixth grade, although again once in a lifetime and very 
cute and endearing for parents isn't the kind of mementos occasion that graduating from high 
school is and entering into true adulthood, but that being said just to reiterate and I think I've 
talked about it in other meetings kindergarten students are being recognized by their teachers 
with gifts and acknowledgement as are the sixth graders and there is a montage and movies put 
together to culminate their year. So, it's as special as we can make it given the circumstances 
and just again a really heartfelt thank you all the way down to bus drivers and maintenance and 
my technology people and all of my teachers and support staff and families just pulling together 
and going through a really difficult and emotionally strenuous time of distance learning. I think I 
hope everyone engages in self-care over the summer and so that we can come back refreshed 
and ready in the fall. 
 
Scot Mondore: And you're delivering signs to right? 
 
Rene Wilson: Yes.  
 
Scot Mondore: Very good. Thank you Mr. Shypski. 
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Tom Shypski: Not a real lot. We had an SBI executive meeting the other night and being with a 
virtual meeting and we didn't have a big turnout we decided we're going to do the same officers 
for SBI. They're going to continue on for another year. We're not going to change our staff of 
officers. We talked a lot about the calendar of SBI events and an awful lot of it is to be 
determined depending on whether or not you know, we can have the group meetings most of 
them will probably be virtual the different training sessions and whatever we do along with 
training for new board members and some of those things aren't going to really affect us this 
year because I don't think we're going to have any new board member it's unless we get a big 
write in so that's about all that’s happening with SBI not much on the legislative front right now 
because again, you know, we can't really meet with any of these people a couple of our 
legislators have been sick or are retiring, we had a BOCES board meeting the other night we 
celebrated for retirees. And we also celebrated the tenure of 18 new employees. That's a great 
number force, one of our goals our last couple years has been staff retention and we've worked 
hard at that and you know and hiring good staff and training them and keeping them. And so, 
we were very pleased with that that we have that many people that have come have been 
quality people and you know, we granted them tenure today and in Mr. Piatti's office, we gave 
Kurt a retirement gift. He was a BOCES employee. So that was what we did there and we're 
looking to see what we're going to have to do next year as BOCES faces a lot of challenges that 
the district doesn't face. There's no way to virtually teach welding. We're not sure what we do 
with the house. That's a contractual thing. We've bought a lot of material. We're on the line for a 
lot of that. Cosmetology has some real problems in that those girls need to have so many 
hands-on hours. It used to be they could work with a licensed cosmetologist, and now they can't 
there has to be an instructor. So, we're not sure what they're going to do. There's also a 
problem if some of these girls have graduated from high school. We can't pay the bill for them to 
come back and do more hours next year. So, we have a lot of things to look at and those areas 
other than that I guess. 
 
Scot Mondore: Tom, the welding the cosmetology and that house. What exactly is being talked 
about like reached out to the state? 
 
Tom Shypski: well we don't know Scot. It's going to depend on are we going to be able to go 
back to school? Are we going to be able to go back? You know, it depends on what our plans 
are to go back to school. You know, those are hands-on types of things. It's that you can't teach 
over the Internet virtual, you can't pound a nail with your computer and so we don't really know 
yet what that's going to look like. That's part of what's got to be decided over the summer. It's 
part of whatever the governor says we can do but it's you know, there's some challenges there 
that we don't face in District because so much of it is hands-on, you know, you can't rebuild an 
engine, you know with your computer you can't do an awful lot of those things that we do down 
there online. So, it's going to depend on what happens. A lot of our problems could be what do 
we do with kids that need to have so many hours for their technical endorsements an awful lot 
of these kids that we send out into the workplace have a lot of technical endorsements already. 
Instead of being welders if they go to work for the state or for construction company if they 
already have a technical endorsement, which is an industrial type of thing. It isn't something we 
came up with. It isn't a test that we gave it's a state test for say an overhead welder to be a 
vertical welder. Those things are all commercial endorsements that these kids have when they 
leave us in a lot of them take hours. A lot of them take practice. A lot of them have to be a 
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Hands-On test this year. Fortunately, the year was far enough along that a big share of our kids 
did manage to get what they needed to get in and they were far enough along to get that but to 
start over again. What do we do? I mean some of these programs are two year programs. They 
need that many hours. They need that much training. Hands-On Technical Training. So, an 
awful lot is going to depend on what September looks like, you know, if you go to school every 
other day, you're not going to get your hours in you're not going to get enough stuff done. You 
know, we struggle to get a house done by the end of the year as it is that is contractual. We've 
signed a contract with somebody who has bought that house and is paying for that house 
certain Milestones need to be done so they can get their bank financing know. No different than 
if you go to the bank and say I'm going to build a house and I need $280,000. The bank doesn't 
give you two hundred eighty thousand dollars today. You signed the papers. They give you x 
amount when the foundation is done. They give you x amount when the shallows up. They give 
you x amount when you get your certificate of occupancy. We have already had to do a lot of 
contract work to buy supplies. We buy a lot of supplies for a number of school districts that 
came up the other night when we okay to the bids and contracts, you know, we might buy a 
hundred eighty thousand dollars worth of paper or sign a contract for that amount. Well, we 
don't use that much down there, but some of it went to Richfield some went to ODY some went 
to here to there to the next places and if those schools don't open up, what do we do? You 
know, how do we charge the schools for how do we pay our bills? The financial operation of a 
BOCES is so much different than the financial operations of a district. We only other than the 
fact that we all voted on the administrative budget and we're committed to that pretty much 
everything else is a pay as you go along. You tell us you want a service we provide service, we 
send you a bill and you send us money in the end of the year. We're not allowed to keep any 
extra money. I mean that is to the refund that we do to the schools. So, an awful lot of things 
looking awful lot different coming September to a BOCES then maybe they were going to for our 
component schools. I don't know time will tell we'll see what happens. We'll see what our 
governor tells us. I just want to wish everybody well or congratulate all of our students and 
awards that we couldn't congratulate them on. You know, their athletic awards their academic 
Awards their Honors Society Awards. We just need them to know that we're proud of them and 
we wish him well, and I'm done. 
 
Scot Mondore: Great. Thank you. Mr. D’Apice we will go back to you. 
 
Joe D'Apice: Again, sorry guys. I apologize for being late. I have to report at the 7-12 level is 
sort of wrapping up, this week has ended all new instruction. So, teachers are collecting work 
gathering back assignments and finalizing the fourth quarter and they explained last time the 
hybrid model of student grades is going to be in effect. So I'm sure Mr. Piatti already mentioned 
about the good news with the governor's announcement on Sunday. We certainly are very 
excited about that news gives us a great opportunity to have a small ceremony doing the math, 
It looks as though we're going to have five tickets per family and that will get us with our 
graduates, you know, there will be a few slots left for some faculty members and those who are 
actually in the ceremony. So unfortunately, the only real downside is we're not going to be able 
to do a slideshow presentation this year during the day outside. It's just that it could not be 
viewed effectively at least so we're still hoping to have a slideshow presentation and that will be 
shown to the students during the rehearsal another a little detail with the order we won't have 
enough space to have a full band. So therefore, the graduation song will be recorded and 
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played ahead of time that model but I met with Mr. Piatti and a team of teachers yesterday to 
sort of go over the plan and tomorrow I'm meeting with the seniors to get their input in relay 
what we're thinking and let them be a part of the process as well. Then after tomorrow after we 
speak to the students. We're going to communicate that to families and the community and 
school community so we're very excited about that and wrapping up the year teacher's continue 
to do a great job and that's it. 
 
Scot Mondore: Thanks, Joe. Mrs. Gavalo. 
 
Julie Gavalo: I am excited about hearing that they are going to have a graduation for our seniors 
and I'm just hoping that everyone is healthy and stays healthy through all this. That was it. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey. 
 
Tony B:  I’ll keep this very brief since I was so long winded the last time it's pretty much the 
same information that we've all been talking about. It's a shame that our graduates have to 
suffer the pain of going through something like this, but I appreciate so much the special 
attention that everybody's giving this year's graduates over and above just you know, even the 
past couple of weeks the yard signs the beautiful 5 by 12 Banner on the school the pictures in 
front of the school. And of course, it's all top quality, which is not a surprise, but you know, just 
the detail and the thoughtfulness that went into either Mr. D’Apice getting that banner so we can 
use it from year to year now very thoughtful and we'll think about you Mr. D’Apice every year on 
when the banner goes back up and just so typical of our Administration and our staff. And I just 
want to say another heartfelt thanks to all of our staff for continuing to stay so engaged for the 
sake of our students and it's amazing to me. You know, we started dealing with this nonsense 
back in March and here it is June and it doesn't seem like our staff is getting weary when it 
comes to the student needs. Everybody just seems to be able to adjust to whatever change of 
plans just sprout up it seems like minute-to-minute sometimes. And you know as well as the 
winds that happened to be coming out of the governor's office due to whatever political wind 
happens to be blowing that day, but it's definitely great work to all of our staff for keeping the 
ship steady and weather through the storm. So again, a heartfelt thank you to everyone 
 
Scot Mondore: Thank you, sir. Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: I just wanted to kind of reiterate this is our time of year when we usually celebrate 
the students and all their hard work throughout the year and it's just a shame that we're not able 
to do that. We usually have so many different celebrations that we attend and so 
congratulations to all the kids on their hard work, but you more importantly a congratulations to 
the students that have signed on every week and two or three times a week and done their 
homework and kept up with it as best as they can and thank you. The teachers that have made 
that happen along with the administration, you know, the important thing of during this entire 
time is trying to keep students on track to continue to progress be prepared for the following 
year. So, I'm feeling fairly confident that with the amount of time they put in they are probably 
better off than a lot of other districts and schools and even in the area of that I've been 
struggling with some of the connectivity issues, but I'm just I think we've done a really good job. 
I thank you guys for all the hard work and efforts that are always put in. I also want to say thank 
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you to our IT department that has been with us and a lot of these meetings. So, to Jim and 
Heather. Thank you for being on board with us and making sure that everything runs smoothly 
and putting things up for people to attend online as well. So, thanks for all you guys been doing. 
That's all I've got. 
 
Scot Mondore: Thank you. Dr. Wilson, it seems like a lot of exciting work you guys are working 
on it seems like you guys got a lot of energy right now and maybe that's because you've all 
been stuck at home, but I think there's also a lot of passion for the for the kids of Richfield and 
the work that you guys do. So, we're excited to hear how that all plays out as you go through the 
rest of the summer or as you start the summer and go through the summer through August and 
hear the things that you guys come up with in your professional development. So, thank you 
very much. Mr. D’Apice the parade looked awesome on the video coverage. Mr. Piatti Thanks 
for sharing the last announcement with some singing and some congratulations to Mr. A’pice 
and the parade and you know, all of our board members already said it’s the work involved in 
making it special for our students is clear that you guys continue to do that and you work so 
hard for them. And I we can't thank you enough. The board can't thank you guys enough for that 
work that you guys do. You really do make it special for them, and you know, you could say this 
was a crappy deal for these kids, but all the work that you're doing for them is just made it that 
much more special that one of these days they'll look back on and it'll be like, can you believe 
that happen in 2020? And this is how it how it all worked for us. So, thank you very much for 
that work. We had some meetings with the mixter scholarship recipients. 5 students, very 
deserving students. So that mixter scholarship is going to be well used this year and I'm glad 
that we have that available to us and I'm glad that we get to give it to richfield students some 
graduate level and some undergrad that are graduating this year and so congratulations to 
those five kids.I know that Mr. Piatti brought this up during our last meeting mentioning that 
we're going to continue food service through the summer and you probably see on social media 
that there's a sign up for that. What is the deadline for that sign up if we could just make sure 
that we get that out there and I know that there's going to be a week or so that at some kids 
aren't going to be able to receive it. But I'm thankful for our district for being able to provide that 
to all students across the board and I just want to make sure that if kids are in need or would 
like to take us up on that or families. Thank you to Richfield for doing that and hopefully we can 
get those kids their food and breakfast Victor participated in oratorical competition across the 
state he won that the first Richfield student congratulations to him and thank you to the 
American Legion for all the support that they've given our district and to Victor we can't do 
things here without the entire community and the American Legion is definitely a big part of our 
community and we thank them for their support and then I just want to say that same mention 
for the music and arts boosters and the sports boosters. I know that they've gotten a bunch of 
things out to our seniors. Thank you for the for that and thank you to those volunteers who do 
that work on behalf of our students. So, there's a lot of thank you in that list, but well deserved. 
So, thank you very much to everyone. For anyone watching if you have public comments or 
questions, please email those questions to Mr. Piatti because you can obviously ask the board 
and we will get you answers. So, please feel free to get in touch with Mr. Piatti with an email or 
calling the district and he will respond to your requests. So, let's have a discussion of action 
items. I already mentioned to Mr. Piatti three things that I noticed in the handbook and I'll just 
run through them real quick for you. Mr. Piatti and page 28. There's just a misspelling on page 
28 number 7 disciplinary just needs to be corrected. We already talked about the deleted items. 
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So that's not important. And then I mentioned this in the past page 48 and 49. It's the only place 
I see names and if we could just as we have through the entire document. Listed titles then we 
wouldn't have to change that document in the future if anyone were to leave. So those were my 
comments and if anyone else has any other comments, please feel free to jump in is everyone 
good with all of these other items? 
 
Tom Shypski: I'm good. 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Okay, so if you want to unmute your mics. Okay. Number one resolved upon the 
recommendation of the superintendent of schools board policy seven zero zero five education of 
homeless children be revised second reading action necessary. 
 
Brad Smith: so moved 
 
Tom Shypski: So moved 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Okay. So Brad said yes, Mr. Shypski. 
 
Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey. 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mrs. Gavalo? 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: And Scot. Yes, number two resolved upon the recommendation of the 
superintendent of schools policy five three zero three information security breach policy be 
revised second reading action necessary. 
 
Tom Shypski: so move 
 
Tony B: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Shypski 
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Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mrs. Gavalo? 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Scot yes five yeses number three result upon the recommendation of the 
superintendent of schools policy template protection of student teacher and principal personal 
information data secured security and privacy be adopted second reading action necessary. 
 
Tony B: so moved 
 
Julie Gavalo: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Shypski 
 
Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey, Mrs. Gavalo. 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Yes, five yeses number four resolved upon the recommendation of the 
superintendent of schools. The following workers be approved to the June 16th, 2020 budget 
vote as listed. 
 
Julie Gavalo: So moved. 
 
Brad Smith: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Shypski 
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Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mrs. Gavalo 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Scot yes five yeses approved number five resolved upon the recommendation of 
the superintendent of schools the date was changed in this correct? Mr. Piatti And then what is 
the date the start date? 
 
Tom Piatti: the start date of July 1st 2020 
 
Scot Mondore: Okay, thank you resolved upon the recommendation of the superintendent of 
schools the Board of Education approves the Head start lease agreement effective July 1 2020 
through June 30th, 2022 in the amount of 6,000 for the term of the agreement. 
 
Brad Smith: so moved 
 
Tom Shypski: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Shypski. 
 
Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey. 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mrs. Gavalo? 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Scot yes five yeses approved number six resolved upon the recommendation of 
the superintendent of schools. The Board of Education approves the lease agreement between 
Richfield Spring Central School and Bassett Medical Center for the purposes of operating 
school-based Services Richfield Spring Central School effective July 1 2020 through June 30th 
2022. 
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Mr. Shypski: So moved. 
 
Tony B: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Shypski 
 
Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Miss Gavalo 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: And Scot, yes, five yeses motion approved number seven resolved upon the 
recommendation of the superintendent of schools. The Board of Education approves revisions 
to the 2020 2021 faculty handbook and code of conduct. 
 
Tony B: so moved 
 
Julie Gavalo: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Shypski 
 
Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey,  Mrs. Gavalo 
 
Tony B: Yes. 
 
Julie Gavalo: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: And Scot five yeses motion approved number eight resolved upon the 
recommendation of the superintendent of schools the following student recommendations and 
appointment be approved as listed. 
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Julie Gavalo: So moved 
 
Brad Smith: second 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Smith. 
 
Brad Smith: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Shypski 
 
Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Mr. Bailey 
 
Tony B: Yes, can you hear me? 
 
Scot Mondore: Yes, we can now. Thank you. And Scot five yeses motion is approved. Thank 
you guys items for board discussion. Our next meeting is on June 24th. And now the governor 
has allowed for meetings to happen in person of no more than 10 people and I was wondering if 
we could move the next meeting to a social distance meeting in the cafeteria on the 24th. And 
so just want to open it up for us to have that as a conversation. 
 
Tom Piatti: And we would still be streaming that meeting and no public would be present. It's 
going to be us plus Kurt. We're right at the max. 
 
Brad Smith: Yep. 
 
Scot Mondore: All right, Tony. Are you okay with that? 
 
Tony B: That sounds good and keep an eye on the numbers between now and then but yes, I'll 
plan on being there. 
 
Scot Mondore: excellent ,Tom Shypski? 
 
Tom Shypski: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Julie? 
 
Julie Gavalo: I'll be there. 
 
Scot Mondore: Brad? 
 
Brad Smith: Yep, we're good. 
 
Scot Mondore: Joe Okay, Dr. Wilson? 
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Tom Piatti: And I think we should reiterate that if anyone is uncomfortable, they can still stream 
in. 
 
Scot Mondore: and Marilyn would be there too, right? 
 
Tom Piatti: Yes. 
 
Marilyn Shaw: Yes. 
 
Scot Mondore: Okay, great. So, here's a question for you at six could we do the walk through of 
the work that was done? 
 
Tom Piatti: Yes 
 
Scot Mondore: Would you be willing to get there at 6 for a walkthrough? 
 
Brad Smith: Let's go. 
 
Tom Shypski: Yep, I would. 
 
Scot Mondore: Tony 
 
Tony B: Well the same thing see how the numbers are and things are good. I hate to put 
pressure on the construction because I know what that's like and but that's okay. That's fine. 
 
Scot Mondore: great, Julie. Are you working that day? 
 
Julie Gavalo: I just checked I'll be okay. 
 
Scot Mondore: Okay, so let's plan on doing that then, okay. I know that the blacktop won't be 
done and some other things, but we'll be able to see that later. All right, great. Any other items 
that you guys wanted to discuss? No, okay. We don't need an executive session. Our next 
meeting will be part in person and part virtual for the public on June 24th at 6:30. I need a 
motion to close the meeting. 
 
Brad Smith: so moved 
 
Tom Shypski: Second 
 
Scot Mondore: all in favor 
 
Brad Smith: I 
 
Tom Shypski: I 
 
Scot Mondore: Thanks everyone. Have a great night. 
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